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Interior of the Souderton Church, Pa.
(see page three)

EDITORIAL
Hope versus Fear
the year nineteen
hundred sixty-four will be history.
EHistorians
are reviewing the year to asRE THIS APPEARS

certain the relation of current happenings to man's long standing achievements
or frightening debacles of history.
Again, encouragement and discouragement characterize the last three hundred
sixty days.

judgment, amid Satan's final thrust
against God and His handiwork, John
the Revelator exclaims: "Woe to the inhabitors of the earth and of the sea."
Rationalization has reached the point
of tragedy. Explanation of man's present
day misbehaviour in most instances ignores the hard core of man's sinful nature. Counselling and education have
been substituted for Divine deliverance.
The words: "He whom the son maketh
free is free indeed," have lost much of
their dynamic appeal.
We have come to hope in the psychologist and psychiatrist while the pastor
and evangelist stand hopefully by. This
is no reflection on the professions that
do much in the area of counselling. It
is a firm acknowledgment of their limitations.

Dark shadows drape the closing of
the year. Mutilation, bloodshed and horror have again been added to man's inhumanities of the past. The tragic situation of Central Africa highlights the
news. Time magazine and others, in
Paul presents terse words concerning
melodramatic form record the accounts.
man's sin in Romans, chapters, 1, 2 and
Our shrunken world, sadly divided, 3. Sex sins; ghastly inter-human relafinds itself pitted side against side. Each tionship, such as: covetousness, backdeveloping incident leads the world biting, envy, maliciousness, hatred, murcloser to a holocaust of devastation and der; these are the natural result of God
destruction. Each mad man at large, not having His rightful place in man's
regardless of geographic location, seeks affection.
to generate incidents that reverberate
These misbehaviourisms are not limfrom center to circumference of man's
ited to any one part of the world. Grim
world.
Any social service in today's world evidences stalk the deeds of men from
that is not properly related to the Bibli- every corner of the globe. For the past
cal doctrine of eschatology is indeed a number of weeks a portion of Africa has
discouraging ministry. Education, sci- highlighted the news.
ence, philanthropy and religious ecuThis is being written in the heart of
menicity are trying hard to improve and Africa. The writer will long remember
solidify man's interrelationships. All the the shocking news of the death of Dr.
while, the termites of hatred, strife and Paul Carlson in the Congo, read from an
division gnaw away at the foundation of electric news release while driving
man's continuing existence. The demons through Capetown, South Africa. Hope
of darkness, destruction and death know against hope had to give way to horrible
nothing of cessation of hostilities.
reality. Savagery and inhumanity again
Satan and his angels, next to the crushed the powers of decency and
power of God* are the most dynamic right. Amid the gloom we must rememforce. Man's denial of Satan's force and ber, lives may be extinguished, but not
existence, his desperate effort to explain the Light. This however, does not give
man's tragic misbehaviour apart from full relief to the Carlson family and
demon power, is no concern of evil others who have suffered so violently in
forces. Satan seeks not for identification the past week. For these we pray.
or worship. He revels in the atmosphere
Not all is darkness here in Africa.
of hatred and destruction. One can al- True, an uneasiness does exist. With the
most hear his cynic laughter while op- world wide rise of nationalism comes
erating his cunning forms of evil in the nationalistic spirits that are quite unface of man's ignorance and even de- predictable. The writer has discovered
nial of his existence.
no fear, no uneasiness, just a day by day

Scriptures are clear: Satan- and his:
hosts know their impending doom. To
Christ when here on earth, they cried?
"What have we to do with thee, Jesus,
thou Son of God? Art thou come hither
to torment us before the time?"
Revelation describes the day when
Satan, banished from Heaven, comes to
earth . "having great wrath." Knowing
that his time is short before the final
(2)

simple faith and trust that steadies the
missionaries in their continuing Christian ministry. I speak for all when expressing thanks to God for the degree of
calm that does exist among the nationals here in the areas of Brethren in
Christ Mission work.

One hears of a segment who are being influenced by militant subversive
forces. Ebb and flow are apparent. Mis-

sionaries continue their effort to avoid
pros or cons in nationalism. This, it is
hoped, will enable the continuance of a
gospel ministry.
These are the closing days of the
school year. Beginning December 9,
continuing till January 28, 1965, is summer vacation time in Rhodesia. Closing
programs have provided interesting and
inspiring glimpses into aspects of Brethren in Christ program of missions in Africa.
No one knows better than the missionaries the unending struggle to keep
evangelism and spiritual perspective
pre-eminent. There is an insatiable
thirst for education. For the number
who are accepted into the school program, there are many for whom opportunity is not available. Naturally, there
is a much greater desire for education
than for spirituality. People in Africa
are much like people in America. Gospel progress is slow.
Like shafts of light, rays break through
now and then that indicate spiritual
interest and growth. Sunday evening,
November 29, was one of those times
at Mtshabezi. The service was announced as a missionary challenge. It
was heartening and inspiring to see
three score youth fill the front of the
church in the area of the altar. The
school year had left its impact of spiritual perspective and an emphasis that re(Continued on page four)
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Let There Be Music
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Witter
ES, and let it be soul-inspiring music.
Y
With the Psalmist we say, "Sing unto the Lord, bless His name; shew forth

His salvation from day to day." This is
the primary mission of the church—to
show forth this salvation. This is the
central theme of the music program at
the Souderton Brethren in Christ
Church.
Music is chosen to introduce Christ to
the sinner and to make Him a living
reality to the believer. After the message is clearly defined, we select numbers with a good melodic line, solid
harmony and just enough rhythm to give
interest. Emphasis should not be placed
on rhythm; it would detract from the
goal — the gospel message. Therefore
BEWARE of these toe-tapping songs
that Christians accept because the word
"God" is in the text.
Jazzy rhythm fosters the depraved
nature of man. Adding so-called Christian words to it does not make it right.
Let's keep jazz out of the church! This
is for the world and as "Sons of God
we are not of this world." Our music
should do nothing but honor and glorify
God. Each musical number should add
to the experience of worship and adoration and not be considered a showpiece
in itself.
The new hymnal is being used much
in our choir work. It is a good way to
The writers are in charge of the music propram at the Souderton, Pa., church.

familiarize the congregation with new
hymns. A lot of interesting things can be
done right from the hymnal. And here
we feel that just as a Bible scholar considers a marked Bible more valuable
so is the marked hymnal to the choir
member. Therefore, hymnals have been
assigned to choir memmbers, giving each
person the privilege of marking the
hymns according to instructions by the
director.
Now, let us choose a sample idea for
hymn arrangement. Recently we used
"Blessed Savior, We Adore Thee," number 43 in the new hymnal.
Stanza 1 and chorus—choir singing.
Stanza 2 — soprano solo, choir humming. No chorus.
Stanza 3—tenor solo, choir humming.
Chorus—tenor and soprano sing soprano and alto parts with choir humming on the words "glorious, glorious;"
entire choir sings phrases "glorious is
Thy name, O Lord."
Stanza 4 and chorus—choir singing.
Anthems which are well-chosen add
much to the worship service. Do not
let the word anthem scare you! It is
defined as a sacred choral composition,
with words usually from the scriptures.
Where could one find a better text? The
anthem, may also be considered as any
song of praise or gladness. Is not our
faith one which causes us to rejoice and
sing praises? If one is mindful of proclaiming the message of Christ, there

The Junior Choir — tuning up for the Sunday morning worship service.
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Mr. and Mrs. Witter with Pastor Flewelling.

will not be the temptation of choosing
choral works which are only of aesthetic
value.
Since for all services Souderton has
music (let's not call it special, for it all
contributes to the worship experience),
who participates? Because the Gospel
is for "whosoever will," should anyone
be excluded from the local music program—a means of telling the Gospel
message—just because he may not be
quite as talented as someone else? We
do not think it is wise to apply restrictions based on musical ability. Certainly
there would be isolated exceptions, but
not in the average congregation.
This principle also applies to children.
No boy or girl should be deprived of
the choir experience because he has a
tonal problem. It has been said that the
children's choir needs at least one nonsinger to make the choir good. You
notice we did not say professional—but
good. Again we say the church and her
program is for all.
May we introduce our musical groups
to you? Senior Choir meets each
Wednesday evening after prayer meeting. Following this is the rehearsal for
Male Chorus, this being formed by the
men of Senior Choir. Only on occasion
do the ladies form a chorus. Of necessity, the length of rehearsals must be
kept shorter than desirable, but it is
surprising how much can be done if the
schedule is kept moving.
Each month Senior Choir sings for
two Sunday morning and one evening
service. Often the evening service is
built around a theme, such as the life
and songs of P. P. Bliss; the hymns and
Gospel songs written in America, including those of known writers as well
as the spirituals; "Pyramids of Music,"
a study of psalms, hymns and spiritual
songs; "A Changeless Christ in a Changing World," singing of Jesus being

(3)

changeless in love, hope, etc; or perhaps
"Behold the Lamb," an Easter cantata.
Much of the music for these singspiration evenings is arranged or composed
to fit our local groups.
For several years we have shared in
a singing fellowship with neighboring
church choirs. One year it was a Lutheran male chorus, more recently a Mennonite group. This inter-church contact is appreciated as we sing for each
other as well as with each other in a
combined choir.
Our Crusader group meets for Youth
Choir during a half hour of the Wednesday prayer meeting. This is a training
ground for changing voices. Because we
are not a large congregation and need
voices for the Senior Choir, many of
these fellows and girls are also permitted to sing in Senior Choir after their
voices have changed. For the youth we
choose songs of praise, songs of youth's
relationship to Christ, songs of challenge
to service as well as some relaxing
rounds and choruses with meaning.
Friday night finds boys and girls arriving for Junior Choir. This includes
those in kindergarten through age
eleven. Because we are living in days
when faith in Christ will be tested, these
children are being taught songs to further Bible knowledge. How true it is
that often one better remembers those
scriptures learned to music! The choir
enjoys doing song stories about Bible
characters such as Moses or Gideon.
Hymns of the church such as "Fairest
Lord Jesus" are learned. The worship
service takes on new meaning if the
young choir member can join in the
singing of a hymn he knows.
Many ideas of music in the public
school can be transferred to the junior
choir.
1. Relate songs and narration, if any,
to an idea, happening or person.
2. Use rounds with sacred texts, preparing children for part singing.

The Senior Choir at Souderton.

3. Do not forget the children taking
lessons on orchestral instruments. A
clarinetist or trombonist adds new color
to the choir.
4. On a limited basis, add a few
rhythm instruments to old favorites, e.g.
"Jesus Loves Me." This is for an informal service.
By doing something different, children will retain for a longer time what
they have learned.
Besides the choirs, we have three
ladies' trios, a male quartette, a trumpet
trio, a brass ensemble, and numerous
soloists. These folks are the ones who
highlight our music during the summer,
since it seems wiser for our choirs to disband during July and August. These
groups also share in visitation, radio
work and neighboring church services.
We are grateful to Pastor Flewelling
who supports a musical emphasis and
shares in the planning. There must be

(LEFT) The Youth Choir; (RIGHT) Brass Ensemble with Trumpet Trio in the back row.
Together they join in an outdoor service.
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cooperation and coordination between
the pastor and music staff to make this
a workable effort.
The apostle Paul, speaking of gifts
given to men, says, "He gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some,
evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers." To this, may we add—and some,
those with musical talent. No, we are
not a professional group, but we are
people thankful for the talent God has
given and are willing to take "time out"
for rehearsals in order to use this talent
for His honor and glory. A church
which sings together is a church which
works together!
•
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sponded in a willing testimony for Christ
and His work to be pre-eminent in their
lives. These young people need the
prayers and support of the church here
in Africa and sympathy, prayer and interest of the church in America.
Today, December 8, finds us at the
Matopo Mission. Mtshabezi and Phumula have already been visited. Wanezi
Mission is scheduled for the coming
weekend, a few days then in Bulawayo
and December 18, D. V., we turn our
faces to the north, going to Zambia.
The missionaries join Mrs. Hostetter
and the writer in extending to the
church in America, a God bless you and
best wishes in the Lord for the year
1965.
J. N. H.
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Hymn
of the Month

July-"Glorious Freedom" #275 HW.
August—"Christ of the Upward Way"
#445 HW.
September — "Jesus, Thy Boundless
Love to Me" #345 HW.

with a heart always in tune, every influence, every breath shook from its
tremulous chords some note of thanksgiving.
"As I go along the street," he said, "I
lift up one foot, and it seems to say
'Glory!', and I lift up the other, and it
seems to say 'Amen!', and they keep on
like that all the time I walk."
Probably you would have come upon
him singing. "Bless the Lord, I can
sing," he would say; "My Heavenly
Father likes to hear me sing. I can't sing
so sweetly as some, but my Father likes
to hear me sing as well as those who can
sing better than I can. My Father likes
to hear the crow as well as the nightingale, for He made them both."
—Life of Billy Bray

October—"I Lay My Sins on Jesus"
N THE new volume Hymns for Worship, #212 HW, #237 SSH.
the Brethren in Christ Church has a
November—"Now Thank We All Our
medium through which our worship
God"
#12 HW.
services can be made more meaningful.
December—"O
Sing a Song of BethleThe hymnal has 583 excellent hymns
•
and choral aids with which to worship hem" #120 HW.
the Lord. It is the concern of your Commission on Church Music that the greatPRAISING GOD —ALOUD
est possible benefit can be derived from
this source.
ILLY BRAY'S whole life was spent in
We urge each congregation to partipraising the Lord, and for the most
cipate in a program of hymn education.
part
aloud. He couldn't help himself;
There are many ways in which one may
approach this program. We realize that
if a director uses a new hymn in a worship service without previous preparaSUGGESTED LIST OF ANTHEMS FOR PASSION
tion, it may not have the desired effect,
unless there are a goodly number of exTitle
Grade
Composer
Octavo No.
cellent singers in the congregation.
Mozart
M
1170
It might be suggested that the min- Jesu, Word of God Incarnate
(Passion-Communion)
ister, choir director and organist schedule the time and method by which the To Thee We Sing
arr. Tkach
6501
E
new hymns may be presented.
arr. Overby
1907
One method of introducing the hymn My God, How Wonderful Thou Art E
(with alto solo)
could be to have the choir, youth choir,
M
arr. Hustad
or small ensembles, such as quartettes or Hallelujah, What a Saviour
(Octavo or in Hymn Arrangeoctettes, sing it to acquaint the congrements No. 7 with seventeen
gation with the hymn. The congregation
other good arranged hymns and
should sing the hymn at least twice
gospel songs.
during the month and possibly each
2182
Pasquet
Lord, Sanctify Me Wholly
ME
Sunday.
The organists and pianists can ar- Jesus, So Lowly
2018
Friedell
ME
range appropriate instrumental selec(Passion-Communion)
tions based on the hymn tunes under
arr. Christiansen
133
Lamb of God
M
consideration. The hymn can be used
(Passion-Communion)
as a prelude in one service, as an offer2472
Friedell
Draw Us in the Spirit's Tether
MD
tory in another.
(Communion or General)
We would also like to encourage families to use the "Hymn of the Month" in Awake My Heart and Sing
2515
M
Marshall
their family worship. The text could be
(a joyously rhythmical number)
read as devotional material, or the hymn
106
C. Franck
ME
may be sung by the entire family. The In the Beginning Was the Word
hymnal should be next to the Bible!
The "Hymn of the Month" has been
Mendelssohn
9
ME
included on the calendar as prepared by The Lord Is a Mighty God
(a two voice canon for men's
the Commission on Home. A list of
and women's voices)
these hymns follows:

I

B

January—"Make Me a Captive, Lord"
#245 HW.
February—"A Shelter in the Time of
Storm" #306 HW.
March—"In the Hour of Trial" #339
HW.
April — "Hosanna, Loud Hosanna"
#126 HW.
M a y - " T h i s Is My Father's World"
#85 HW
June — "Peace, Perfect Peace" #280
HW.
January 4, 1965

0 Rejoice Ye Christians Loudly

ME

Bach

367

SD 5904

AND EASTER
Publisher
E. C. Schirmer
Niel Kjos
Augsburg
Hope Pub. Co.

H. T. Fitzsimmons Co.
H. W. Gray
Augsburg
H. W. Gray
H. W. Gray
Nelcor Music
1002 N . Alfred
Los Angeles
Niel Kjos

E. C. Schirmer
Sacred Design

Christ Is Made the Sure Foundation M

Wood

If Ye Love Me Keep My Commandment

ME

Tallis

1 Will Not Leave You Comfortless

ME

Titcomb

There Is A Balm In Gilead

E

arr. G. Schroth

7061

Niel Kjos

Rise, Arise
(Palm Sunday-Easter)

M

Norman

5106

Niel Kjos

When Jesus W e p t
(Passion)
(Canon which may
be sung by any combination of
voices)

E

Billings

MC 102

G. Schirmer
CM 441

Carl Fischer

Mercury Music Co.
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no man liveth or dieth unto himTpast.HATselfThis
is not just a truism of the misty
concept of an inter-relationship and inter-dependence between the
various members of the human race has
never been more clearly demonstrated
than today when a shrinking world has
made us all neighbors of one another in
a way hitherto impossible.
The church on its part has opened
its eyes to new vistas of opportunity, new
responsibilities and challenges. It has
also had to face the inevitable erosion
of much it has cherished, and the necessity for a reorientation of thought in
its search for ways and means to present
the old gospel in a new age.
One of the most heartening and encouraging signs of the times within the
church of late has been an almost universal movement in the direction of

thing else it is a simple desire for fellowship, for unity and strength, and for an
identification with other believers in the
purpose and work of the church.
The Brethren in Christ mission in
India has not tried to go against this
stream of thought within the country.
Nor has it passively drifted with the current accepting without question whatever might arise. Within the bounds of
discretion and its own capabilities it has
actively worked with organizations and
groups wherever there was hope of a
greater total achievement by a cooperative effort than by individual initiative.
BIHAR CHRISTIAN COUNCIL

For a number of years the mission has
been a member of the Bihar Christian
Council—a loose association of the missions and churches of Bihar that agree to

The Council considers the overall economic problem of the churches of Bihar: areas where there may be special
need due to catastrophe, food shortage,
dislocation of population, etc. Its association with the National Christian
Council of India, which largely controls
all relief supplies sent in by religious
organizations abroad makes possible
quick relief in areas where suffering
might otherwise be acute. In some cases,
too, it may be able to arrange for cash
loans or grants.
For a long while negotiations have
been underway between the National
Christian Council and the Central government in respect to visas for foreign
personnel in India. The government prefers to recognize only one recommending body for all visas and when negotiations are completed this will almost

MISSIONS

The Broader Associations of the India
Brethren in Christ Missions
Arthur L. Pye
greater understanding and goodwill between those who profess to be members
of the body of Christ. On the other
hand, an unhappy but true fact of the
great modern missionaiy movement is
that the Christian church in all too many
cases has not presented a united front
against the strongholds of Satan but by
its schisms and petty differences has
dissipated its strength while the enemy
held his ground with scarcely a struggle.
It is most encouraging that during
the past few years this trend is being
reversed and the church of Christ is
coming to face the world with hearts,
minds, and means joined together in a
common purpose and effort. The United
Mission to Nepal, in a country recently
opened to limited missionary activity,
is, for example, an undertaking in which
the Protestant missionary societies have
resolved that despite difficulties they
will work together as one.
The church of India today is everywhere showing a desire for closer fellowship and cooperation within its membership. This partly stems from the inherent insecurity and the sense of isolation
that a minority invariably feels when
surrounded by an overwhelming majority. It is partly the result of the coming
to the fore of an indigenous leadership.
To some extent it is the result of the
withdrawal of foreign leadership and
finance. But perhaps more than any(6)

abide by certain rules of comity and to
follow generally accepted principles of
operation in their work. No effort is
made to influence doctrinal positions or
to interfere in any way with the routine work of the mission or church in
the area where it is established.
The Council includes in its scope of
interest any matter of general concern to
the churches of Bihar or of particular
concern to a local group where assistance or advice is desired from the larger
body. In recent meetings serious educational problems have arisen in which
some mission schools were urgently in
need of counsel in respect to relationships with government officials and even
with their own staff. A tangible benefit
from these discussions, apart from general information, is a contract form for
teachers employed in mission schools
designed to lessen the risk of litigation in
the event of serious misunderstanding.
In fact, it is in the area of mission and
government relationships where the
Council is making one of its greatest
contributions and may be of even considerably more value in the future. Harm
has often been done by individuals or
representatives of missions hastily and
unwisely approaching government officials about local problems. The Council serves as both a buffer and medium
by which a more satisfactory approach
to the authorities can be made.

certainly be the National Christian
Council. It in turn will act largely on
the advice of the regional or provincial
Councils. Fromi the standpoint of sheer
expediency, the benefit of association
with the regional Council becomes obvious.
A matter of long-standing concern has
been the relatively low figure for Gospel literature distribution in Bihar. The
Bible Society of India made an intensive
study of this problem and sent its representatives to Banchi to take the matter
up with the Council's Executive Committee at its recent meeting. Following
a lengthy discussion, plans were finalized to try to greatly step up the rate of
literature distribution. Adult literacy is
also a concern of the Council and one of
our men working in adult literacy among
Santals in Purnea District is largely supported by Council funds.
The effort of the Council affecting the
Brethren in Christ most directly has
been the attempt within the past year
to establish a church at Barauni Junction, a large new industrial center developing about seventy miles southwest
of Saharsa, where the Bussians are constructing a mammoth oil refinery. In its
wake has come a literal flood of laborers,
technicians, businessmen.
It is estimated that in all, not less than
300 Christians, mostly South Indians
Evangelical
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Bihar to become better acquainted and
to benefit from group consideration of
matters affecting the entire Santal body.
Some of the things most pertinent are
government relationships with tribal
peoples and the preparation and publication of Christian literature in Santali.
THE EVANGELICAL FELLOWSHIP OF INDIA

Our missionary family in Bihar, India: Lowell and Anna Jean Mann, Harvey and
Erma Sider and Cheryl, Leora Yoder, Jake Thiessen (Pax-man, now home in
Canada), Esther Book, Erma Hare, Mary Jane Shoalts, Arthur and Phyllis Pye.

from the Mar Thoma church (a church
presumably founded in the first century
by Thomas the Apostle) are working in
the area. The Council has entrusted
the organizational work to the Brethren
in Christ and we believe that by now
a considerable measure of success has
been achieved. On May 3 a South Indian Christian young man of exceptional
ability and spiritual experience began
his duties as full time pastor.
Following further investigation it is
hoped to construct a parsonage and
church. The latter may be done with
money the Council has at its disposal
from a post-war reconstruction fund
held by the National Christian Council.
Since we felt deeply the responsibility
for this great need so near to us and yet
were unable to carry through an undertaking of such proportions alone, it is
heartening to know that we have been
able to exercise a strong guiding influence in the decisions made so far.
ASSOCIATION W I T H MENNONITES

For a number of years the Brethren in
Christ mission has worked in cooperation
with the Mennonite missions in India
and this association has become even
closer during the past five years. The
MCC of Akron has sponsored since '59
the Barjora agricultural project and supplied PAX help as required. The purpose of this project is to demonstrate improved agricultural methods and to give
as much assistance to local farmers as
possible. Akron is also giving some educational help by way of a limited number of scholarships to needy children attending the Barjora school. The MCC
Calcutta office is responsible for PAX
personnel in Nepal and East and West
Pakistan and carries out extensive relief work in the Calcutta refugee camps.
The MCSFI or Mennonite Christian
Service Fellowship of India came into
being in 1963 as an indigenous organizaJanuary 4, 1965

tion intended primarily to draw the
Mennonite and associated churches of
India together into a more closely knit
fellowship and to provide a national
organization to ultimately assume much
of the responsibility and work of the
present MCC of India. The BIC church
has representation on both the Board of
Directors and Executive Committee. At
the recent Calcutta meeting a wide range
of topics was discussed, including ways
and means to better promote the Peace
testimony of the church and measures to
alleviate the suffering of the thousands
of refugees flooding into the Assam hills.
During the past few weeks a concentrated effort has been made, with assistance coming from both Akron and
the national churches, to help large
numbers of Pakistani refugees collecting
in a camp near the General Conference
Mennonite churches of Central India.
The Director of MCSFI, Bishop Malagar
of the American Mennonite Church,
came directly from this camp the end of
May to Banmankhi, where he assisted in
a Santal work camp and spiritual retreat
sponsored jointly by the youth organizations of the Brethren in Christ in Purnea
District of N. Bihar and the United
Missionary Society of Purulia District of
S. Bihar.
In Landour, too, there is close cooperation where an Inter-Mennonite
committee is represented on the Woodstock school and hospital boards. The
BIC have had Miss Mary Stoner in
Woodstock school for over ten years as
their main contribution to this joint
effort.
THE SANTAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL

The Santal Christian Council is a
Council constituted mainly of Santalspeaking people, operating within the
framework of the Bihar Christian Council. It provides opportunity for the Santal leaders of northern and southern

The Evangelical Fellowship of India
is roughly the counterpart of the National Association of Evangelicals in the
U. S. A. It is particularly concerned with
the overall promotion of evangelism
throughout India—with the translation,
publication, and distribution of literature
in the regional languages, preparation of
Sunday School material and promotion
of a radio effort through its association
with the Far East Broadcasting Corporation in Manila. The influence of the
EFI is broadened considerably by representation on the Executive Board of the
National Christian Council.
OPPOBTUNITIES OR . . .

?

The BIC mission, like its sister organizations, must decide for itself
whether these broader associations are
in effect opportunities or entanglements.
The temptation often arises to ignore
the responsibilities of a wider fellowship
and limit our efforts, means, and interest
to the confines of the geographical areas
within which we work. But this decision
disregards the perils of trying to stand
alone, the strength of united effort. We
do not live unto ourselves.
•

FROM THE SAHARSA
LITERATURE CENTER
gave gifts to be used
S
as subsidy for providing Bibles for
our people who find it difficult to have
EVERAL FRIENDS

enough for even the purchase of a Bible.
We combined this with the Jubilee celebration and during the month of November offered Bibles and New Testaments at a discount. We had expected
to have them here for the Jubilee but
since it took nearly one month for the
eleven box shipment to arrive from Calcutta, we and many people were very
disappointed.
For a period of two weeks we have
had a young man here from another
mission which is planning to open a
reading room and book shop on December 3. His missionary asked if he may
come here to learn about the operation
of such a center.
Erma Hare, Saharsa
(7)

Crusader

Two Paxmen,
CIM Missionaries Safely
Through Congo Crisis
Elmer Neufeld,

MCC Congo

Director

M
men Jon Snyder, Canby, Oregon;
Eugene Bergman, Paso Robles, CaliENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE PaX-

fornia, and Congo Inland Missionary
Dr. Melvin J. Loewen, his wife, and five
children from Steinbach, Manitoba,
were all safely evacuated in the Republic of Congo from Stanleyville to Leopoldville by military transport plane on
Tuesday, November 24. Loewen and
the Paxmen were associated with the
new Protestant University of Stanleyville.
Both Paxmen were in the final street
massacre of Belgian and American prisoners on Tuesday morning, but miraculously escaped without injury.
On October 27 the Belgians and
Americans were rounded up and held as
hostages of war. This, they were told,
was because of Belgian and American
military intervention and especially
American "bombing" in other rebel-held
centers. Snyder and Bergman were
taken to the central prison where they
joined the five-man American Consulate
staff and missionary Dr. Paul Carlson
who had been brought to Stanleyville
as prisoner on about the 20th. The
American prisoners were told to send
messages to their government urging a
cessation of bombings.
On Friday, the eight Americans were
moved to Hotel Victoria where many
other hostages were being held.
Tuesday morning, November 24, at
6:00 the hostages heard the approaching planes, perceived 10 of them circling
the airfield, and shortly saw some 30
paratroopers jump, while the rebel
forces fired on the planes.
At 8:00 the hostages were ordered out
of the hotel, into the street, and
marched two blocks toward the airport.
When approaching gunfire was heard
they were told to sit down in the open
street. The Simbas (African word mieaning lion, used by the rebels for themselves) argued over what ultimately to
do with their prey. About 25 rebel
soldiers were finally left guarding the
hostages when a heavy burst of machine gun fire was heard nearby. In a
last act of desperation and revenge the
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Simbas opened fire upon the defense- Now if they would just air-condition the
less hostage group indiscriminately sanctuary . . ."
shooting men, women, and children.
August—"Preacher's on vacation. He'll
After the first burst of firing Snyder
ran for escape, and with seven others, never know if I miss. Never liked guest
including a four-year-old child both of preachers anyhow . . . But when the
whose parents were shot, was able to •preacher gets back . . ."
hide in the storeroom of a nearby house.
September — "School's started. VacaA bit later a rebel soldier entered the tion threw me behind in my work. Gotta
house, but not immediately finding the make one last visit: to my relatives behostages left and ran for his own escape. fore snow flies . . ."
Bergman remained prostrate in the
street and saw some of the final acts of
October—"Leaves are beautiful . . . I
rebel shooting. Dr. Carlson too had can worship God outdoors anyhow . . .
run. He was being pulled over a wall by Kids will be cooped up all winter . . .
another missionary when a rebel soldier So . . ."
mowed him down with an automatic
November—"My heart is bursting with
weapon. Later Bergman picked up Dr.
Carlson's Bible containing some per- gratitude and thanksgiving. The Christsonal notes for return to Mrs. Carlson mas season will be a wonderful time to
and family. Miss Phyliss Rine of the Af- start back . . ."
rican Christian Mission was shot in the
December—"What a madhouse . . .
leg and bled to death. Many others
were wounded and some 15 were killed Right after all this is over my family and
I will start back to church . . . first Sunin this one massacre.
day in January. This year I resolve . . ."
Commenting in retrospect, Snyder
said, "During the time of our detainment we made many hopeful rationaliAt the Crossroads
zations—how all might still turn out well
—but after Tuesday's experience I can
In America young people have an oponly say that God was at work in the portunity to choose their own vocation
midst of all this and we are here by in life. A lifetime for Christ in the area
His grace."-MCC
of His choice is most rewarding. We
challenge you to consecrate your life to
Christ. Your plans for living may be
made, but what place does Christ hold
-remember it is YOUR CHOICE!

DEFECTIVE NEW
YEAR'S CALENDAR
Arnold Prater

January—"I hereby resolve to start to
church this year. But I'll wait till February. Gotta get over the holidays. They
take a lot out of a fellow, you know!"
February^"Weather is terrible. I'll
start when it warms up a bit. My blood
is so thin this time of year!"
March—"Lots of sickness just now.
Got to keep away from it. A person
can't afford to take a chance. It's flying
around everywhere."
April—"Easter . . . Big crowds . . .
You can't get a decent seat anyhow.
They won't miss me. And it will look
strange if I show up just on Easter."
May—"I've been holed up all winter
and now that the weather is getting
pretty . . ."
June—"111 wait until after the church's
annual conference. Maybe we'll get a
new preacher, one with a little 'oomph.'
And then . . ."
July—"Got the same old preacher
again. Oh, brother, this heat is terrific!

Lord, I am at the crossroads!
Oh, help me choose aright
For Minded is my vision
And darker grows the night.
Lord, help me in my weakness;
I would not go astray;
One road is broad and luring,
One is the narrow way.
Lord, I am at the crossroads!
It is my hour of trial:
One leads to worldly honor,
One leads to self-denial.
The gods of earth are seeking
To win me to their side;
But O thou God of heaven
I would with Thee abide!
Lord, I am at the crossroads!
One road is very fair,
And they that tread its mosses
Are decked with jewels rare.
I hear their careless laughter,
Their songs and revelry;
But ah, this road of pleasure
Leads far away from Thee.
Lord, I am at the crossroads!
One road, is rough and bare;
I see the crimson blood drops
Of One who traveled there.
He drank the cup of sorrow
That flooded o'er the brim;
But He is crowned the Victor—
And I will walk with Him!

—E. Louise Umlauf
Dalton Bible Church
Dalton, Wisconsin
Evangelical
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Christian Life Conference
Wanezi Mission, November 6-8
for Wanezi Circuit Teachers
SPEAKERS: The Chester Heiseys and
the Jonathan Dlodlos, our S. S. Committee, Fred Holland, Titus Books, the
Mangisi Sibandas, Don Zook.
SESSIONS: Importance of the Sunday
School, Visual Aids to Help Teach Children, How to Manage Personal Finances, How Mission Finances are
Handled, Family Problems of African
Youth, Bible Study from Jude.
DIVIDED DISCUSSION GROUPS
WORSHIP AND SUNDAY SCHOOL

The Howard Wolgemuths, who are now enroute to Nicaragua, as announced in the
previous Visitor.

On Language Study
j o WORK EFFECTIVELY in India one must have
• a thorough knowledge of the language and
there are no short cuts outside of hard study
and time. The entire first year is spent in full
time study in a very thorough, well organized
and effective study course. In the summer the
school is held in Landour and in the winter
time in Allahabad. The teachers are fairly well
paid because in the eyes of the Indians the
security is quite poor.
Verna Gibble has completed half of the first
year of study. W e expect her to arrive in
Madhipura for the first time this evening, September 30th. She will stay until October 14
when winter language school starts.
It is a hard grind to study nothing but Hindi
eight or more hours a day. Sometimes people
try too hard. One needs to accept his limitations and not expect to learn everything in a
year. Relaxation and outside interests are a
must in such an intensive schedule. Verna has
made a good adjustment and start with outside
interests and hobbies.
Please continue to pray for her and write to
her. How much mail is appreciated when one
is away from home!
Anna Jean Mann,
Madhipura

CHURCH IN PURNEA
REOPENED
On our arrival home from the Hills,
we were very pleased to learn that the
CMS (Anglican) Church in Purnea,
closed since the days of British rule, has
now been opened for us to hold services
every two weeks. The only requirement
is that at each service there is to be
one prayer used from the Anglican
Prayer Book-not too difficult to fulfill,
is it?
Patros, Luke, and Harvey take turns
in leading the services, which are attended by government and army officials and
their families. This, we feel, is a strategic opportunity.
Erma Sider, Banmankhi
January 4, 1965

— with
Wanezi congregation.
SPECIALS: Open House and Tea at
Homecraft School. An evening of moving pictures. Film: "Centerville Awakening."
GENERAL RESULTS: The spirit of the
teachers was open and many were challenged, especially with the "Centerville
Awakening" message and the visual
aids.
Plenty of good food and tea was
served, and so they left refreshed in
spirit, soul, and body.
Ann Ginder, Wanezi

Hospital Evangelist
IN A RECENT trial venture for a greater em• phasis on the spiritual aspect of our hospital
program, Joel Moyo, an evangelist, spent 3&
weeks in the hospital working with the patients during the latter part of August and the
forepart of September.
He was a real blessing to the work. His
duties included morning prayers with the working men, counselling after our daily forenoon
services, Bible study with interested patients in
the afternoon, evening services rotating among
the wards, and throughout the day individual
counselling among the patients. To aid in this
we supplied him with tracts and a library to
lend out books according to individual needs.
He kept a 3 x 5 record card on each inpatient
and sent follow-up letters to the local pastor
when indicated.
Joel seemed to have a real interest in and
burden for the work, and we would like very

much to make this a permanent arrangement.
However, arrangements will need to be made
concerning his wages. W e feel it would be
good for the local Mtshabezi church to take
this over as their initial venture into mission
work. W e feel it would help to stimulate their
vision for reaching their own people. W e
would appreciate your prayers for this particular need.
Also, we plan to inaugurate Saturday night
filmstrip showings for the patients, inviting the
community as well.
Myron Stem,
M.D.

"SESIFIKILE"
CAPE TOWN, DEC. 9
SESIFIKILE KUHLE ECAPETOWN OLWESITATU SEKUSENI STOP UMFUNDISI LENKOSIKAZI STERN UMSIZI KLINE NKOSAZANA
BRUBAKER

Official orders to study Sindebele enroute apparently impressed our last
party of new missionaries and spilled
over in a cablegram that puzzled the
Western Union lady in Elizabethtown
and Hazel on the telephone in the Missions Office. The meaning of the message is: "Arrived safely at Cape Town
Wednesday morning. Missionary and
wife Stern, Helper Kline, and Miss Brubaker (or, interpreting freely, single
lady missionary Brubaker).
Even simple English words are often
garbled beyond recognition in cablegrams, we have experienced in the Missions Office; but the Sindebele had not
fared too badly and was easily corrected
and deciphered to read as written above.
HOME

Lyle and Janet Rosenberger arrived
home on December 10 and reported in
Word Missions Office, December 11.
Promptness appreciated! Lyle plans to
pursue graduate work in Lehigh University during the second semester.
Miss Dorothy Martin has left Rhodesia and is expected home in Elizabethtown about January 25.
BCWM Office

A Lesson in Making Apple Sauce
"Our preserving of food is past for
this year. The dear ladies in our community were amazed to see how fruits
and vegetables in season could be preserved for winter use. One who was
absent during class instruction asked me
later how to make grape jam. I tried
to explain the way. Alas, several days
later she came and said, 'My jam turned
into candy.' I fear it was my Japanese!
Ladies often ask how to make salads,
use celery leaves, make sandwiches, etc.
Through many simple ways of helpfulness and personal witnessing and contact, we are praying that many will
come to know Christ."
Lucille Graybill,
TOKYO
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Home Missions and Extension

As the Year Ends
N THIS COLUMN we wish to thank God
! publicly for the work of His grace
in human hearts. Here are spot reports,
irom across the continent, to encourage
faith and prayer.

«

*

*

The Cobbs are praising the Lord for
good fruitage from the Sunday School
Forward Enlargement Campaign in October. Sheboygan (Wisconsin) did not
see large increases, but one whole family of six, parents and four children, as
well as a brother of the father, was
enrolled. The mother was saved in the
November revival meetings; also another lady whose church attendance
dated only from October.
Wasn't it fitting that each new family
enrolled in the Sunday school was presented with a Bible?
Rev. Jacob E. Moyer of Blairs Mills
(Pennsylvania) sees "so much of God's
blessing" in his community. Prayer has
been answered in many different ways.
There occurred a tragic, fatal accident
to a young man. Through it, however,
his mother and sister have been saved.
Other children of the family also now
attend Sunday school and public worship. The mother avers that she is not
ashamed to confess her Lord anywhere.

And her life demonstrates the fact.
During her hospitalization for a short
time, she witnessed to other patients,
and prayed openly for them.
A mother of five small children in
another home was saved several months
ago. This family is now regular in
church attendance. Let us support them
in prayer, for there is much temptation.
Attendance from week to week is encouraging. The Sunday morning average is from 45 to 50; Sunday evening
and prayer meeting, about 25 to 30.
How rewarding is the service of the
Lord!
#

»

#

At the Bloomington church (Kentucky), there were 27 conversions during the September revival meetings,
when Rev. Glenn Hostetter of Saxton,
Pennsylvania, preached the Word of
the Lord. Outstanding was the experience of a young man, widely known as
a rough character in the neighborhood,
who was not only saved, but promptly
made a public confession of his faith
by baptism. May he become a stalwart
for Christ.
Do pray for all these new believers,
and for their pastor, Avery Sollenberger,
a newcomer to the work.
»

ft

e

Rev. William K. Berry writes that
"blessings from God have been, and still
are, the thrust that keeps a witness
alive" in the Blandburg (Pennsylvania)
area. Attendance and interest of the
community have shown marked increase
during the past several months.
One of the spiritually uplifting experiences of the year was a program given
on November 27 by the "Singing Zins"
of Womelsdorf, Pennsylvania.
The
Spirit of the Lord was on the service,
and although no one publicly responded
to the invitation, God's presence was
"tremendously felt" and a "great impression" was made on the audience.

Mr. and Mrs. Orvil Sizemore and
sons, Jackie and Terry. They have
been a real blessing to the work at
Sheboygan. Mrs. Sizemore was superintendent of the Sunday school
in 1964.
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Pastor John Schock from Tennessee reports eight persons recently saved, four
baptized, and six received into the fellowship of the church. These spiritual
victories were followed by a beautiful
communion service, in which twentyone participated—nine of them for the
first time.

Group baptized near Garlin, Kentucky, on
September 27. Present pastor Sollenberger and
retiring pastor Bryant in the rear.

Tuesday evening, October 6. The
Lofthouses (of Massey Place, Saskatchewan) waited before the Lord. They
felt impressed to call on a particular
young couple in the community. Several
contacts had been made in this home
before, and tonight they were warmly
received. It seemed easy at once to talk
with these neighbors about the things
of the Lord. As the pastor and his wife
witnessed in conversation, in their hearts
they were praying and waiting on the
Lord.
His time had come. When the opportune moment arrived to ask this husband and wife for a decision, both gladly received Christ into their hearts.
What a joy to see their continuing and
deepening acquaintance with Christ!
Their hearts were encouraged and
blessed again, when subsequently the
Lord instantly healed their small son
on the verge of physical crisis.
This family is now attending the
church. May this young father and
mother be built up on the "most holy
faith."
One, two, three, four, five—five persons saved, baptized, and received into
the church. Thank God for five: two
girls, a husband and wife, and a man
who from boyhood was spiritually
hungry. These new depositaries of the
grace of God bring deep thanksgiving
to the H. P. Heiseys at Uniontown,
Ohio.
It is always a joy to report that facilities must be enlarged. Here, inside
plumbing is being installed, and several
classrooms added.
Visit some of these outlying churches
if you can make an opportunity. We
endeavor to sketch their activity in
words, but no challenge equals that of
on-scene sight and sound.
May our interest, love, and concern
grow more fervent in 1965.
Evangelical
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Enough Work and Some Play
B. Charles Hostetter

Earlier, play wasn't respectable. Now work isn't. There is a place
for both in the life of a Christian.
last few years were, I
believe, his most unhappy ones.
M
They should have been his happiest. He
Y FATHER'S

was not miserable because he was without hope of eternal life, but because a
great part of his life had lost meaning.
Father grew up in a generation when
hard work was considered next to godliness. Through the centuries there had
developed a kind of worship of industry
and work. Only the rich had leisure
time then, and it seemed they wasted
it. They often dissipated their lives in
their use of free time. Consequently
there was the general feeling that hard
work was honorable, but recreation and
hobbies were at least worldly if not sinful.
And so my father had no hobbies. He
didn't know how to relax. His life consisted mostly of eating, sleeping, working, and going to church.
Then when he got older and his business needed to be transferred to the
next generation, he found himself frustrated because he had nothing interesting or significant to do.
When life loses meaning, disintegration sets in. Both physically and mentally, it is good for people who retire to
keep up some hobby or special interest.
Many who have none think of retirement only as a time of waiting to die.
My father's life began in a time when
men worked from sunup to sundown,
six days a week with chores on Sunday.
His life reached into the age of the
eight-hour day and the five-day week.
He was unprepared to make decisions
to fill his leisure time and his philosophy
on recreation and hobbies kept him
from enjoying retirement.
PLAY WASN'T RESPECTABLE

It was true in the past (and perhaps
still is) that the goal of life was to work
hard and accumulate wealth. The philosophy was, "If there is a nickel loose
within a mile, a man must be after it."
The writer is the pastor of the Mennonite
Hour Broadcast.
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A common question often asked when a
man died was, "What was he worth?"
Time was money. Therefore being hard
at work was honorable, but playing was
not quite respectable. Those who used
time for hobbies or recreation were often considered lazy time-wasters. In
contrast, Jesus said: "A man's life consisted! not in the abundance of the
things which he possesseth" (Luke
12:15b).
Arguments against recreation often
went something like this. My neighbor
died from a heart attack while playing
golf; therefore golf is bad. He should
have stayed at home and worked. But
if a man died from a heart attack at
work or sitting in an armchair, the logic
was quite different. No one suggested
that he should never have worked or
sat in an armchair.
We need to see the values of both
work and leisure. Each has its place in
our lives.
Let me say that work is honorable and
the wrong use of leisure time is sin.
Jesus tells us that Satan often uses the
pleasures of this life to fill up lives and
keep them from the eternal spiritual
values. And the Apostle Paul says, "The
widow who plunges into all the pleasure
that the world can give her is killing
her own soul" (I Timothy 5:6, Phillips).
But to be fair we must also say that
overwork is sinful and the right use of
leisure time is honorable. There is nothing inherently sacred about work. And
people have been indifferent in their
spiritual lives because of the cares of
this life as well as because of the pleasures of this life. The Bible commands,
"Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or
whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of
God" (I Corinthians 10:31).
Some people try to define right and
wrong on the basis of the absolute necessities for life. Theirs is the utilitarian
view that distorts one's sense of values.
For a person is more than a body. He
is a personality who has basic needs
beyond food and shelter.
God wants us to be whole persons. We
have social needs, cultural needs, men-

tal needs, as well as physical and spiritual needs. A person is certainly poorly
adjusted who in addition to his spiritual
life is living only for his physical body—
for food, shelter, and clothing. When
one lives on such a level, he has very
little to contribute to his fellow men.
Our change from a rural to an urban
society and from handwork to automation has brought basic changes which
we must face. Nowadays there are few
jobs for the children and shorter working hours for the parents. This industrial age has also brought us new types
of fatigue which earlier societies knew
little about. People are going to pieces,
not because of physical exhaustion, but
because of mental or emotional fatigue.
RECREATION

CAN

BREAK THE

TENSION

Insecurity, worry, fear, anger, anxiety
are today's killers. Since our kind of
world generates these kinds of tensions,
recreation was never more needed.
People need to lose themselves in something. Today over 500,000 hospital beds
in the USA are occupied by mentally
ill. Each year nearly 140,000 new patients are admitted. Meaningful diversions and recreation are one answer to
this frightening record. They are surely
needed as an antidote to the hectic pace
of modern life.
The psychiatrist Karl A. Menninger, in
his book, Love Against Hate, says,
"People who don't play are potentially
dangerous. There seems to be a general
idea that recreation is all right if one
doesn't take it too seriously. My belief
is that much of the greater danger lies
in not taking it seriously enough."
And Jay B. Nash, in his book, Philosophy of Recreation and Leisure, says,
"Many close observers feel that man is
at the end of his rope unless he learns to
relax through satisfying recreation."
STRIKING A BALANCE

This does not mean we should avoid
work. Perhaps the generations of the
past did worship work too much. But
we are in danger of going to the other
extreme. Unfortunately we may have
the attitude that work is a curse and
something to avoid, and leisure is the
road to happiness. But idleness does not
fulfill the dream for happiness in life.
The Bible says, "Go to the ant, you sluggard, consider her ways, and be wise.
. . . He who tills his ground will have
his fill of bread, but he who follows vain
pursuits is lacking in sense" (Proverbs
6:6; 12:11, Berkeley).
Leisure alone does not satisfy. To the
people who do not work, leisure is
meaningless. Work and recreation go
together for happiness and satisfaction.
The Bible says, 'The sleep of a labourc o n t i n u e d on next page)
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PREACHERS

The Pastor's Offertory Prayer

'

|

A, C. Burkholder
NE of the symbolic acts in our worO
ship service is that of giving or
receiving of our tithes and offerings. To

dedicate something to God is the very
heart of worship. This, first of all,
should be our lives, but it does include
the giving of the first fruits exemplified
by our monetary gifts. Money represents labor, self-denial, sacrifice and
needs to be presented to the Lord out
of a heart of love for God and His
work.
The pastor who recognizes the worship aspect of receiving the tithes and
offerings will often prepare the congregation for this act of worship by engaging in two meaningful exercises. First,
the quoting of an appropriate scriptural
statement which calls the worshipers to
presentation of their gifts, such as Malachi 3:10.
Second, the pastor's offertory prayer.
This prayer needs to be inspired with

thanksgiving for all the blessings of life.
It should bring the congregation into
the realization of personal commitment
of their lives and possessions. The petition of the prayer should be for God to
bless the tithes and offerings and that
a blessing may be upon each one that
shares in this act of worship.
The prayer need not be lengthy, but
given with genuine dignity and with
spiritual interpretation or it will only be
a routine form. Too often the lifting of
"the offering" is hurried or sandwiched
in between parts of the service and becomes divorced from the spirit of worship. When entered into with thought,
preparation and making it a worshipful
act, the ritual—and especially the prayer
—can be one of cleansing of economic
and financial ideals with dedication of
our possessions and our lives to the
glory of God and the advancement of
His cause and kingdom.
•

have four children. Their eldest, Ray,
with his wife, is doing alternate service
in Alaska where both are teaching
school.
May God continue to bless our
church and the world through the dedicated efforts of this family.

—E. J. Swalm

Meet Rev. and Mrs. Amos Buckwalter

T

o SOME MEN it is given to travel
widely. Brother Buckwalter is one
of these men. By car he has traveled
nearly 1,000,000.miles, for a number of
years averaging 50,000 miles per year.
Naturally this has brought him into responsible duties, representing a wide
range of services.
In 1959, accompanied by Bishop Alvin C. Burkholder, Brother Buckwalter
traveled around the world visiting mission stations in our own brotherhood
and others. His illustrated lectures from
this world trip have been a rich ministry
to many people.
His pastoral ministry started as an assistant to Rev. Jesse R. Eyster, longtime pastor at Chino, California. He
was ordained to the Christian ministry
by Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., while serving under the Home Mission Board in
Florida. In California he has pastored
both the Pasadena and Moreno Valley
congregations.
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He taught in a Junior College while
pastoring the church in Florida. For
seven years he taught at Upland College, and presently is doing work in
the area of Public Relations for Upland
College. His present service to the Pacific Conference and to the general
church is being given through the Board
for Home Missions and Extension.
At the age of 10 he became a Christian, uniting with the Brethren in Christ
Church at 13 years of age. He attended Upland Academy and Upland College and was a member of the long-remembered Victory Male Quartet. This
quartet traveled the length and breadth
of the Brethren in Christ Church in
1936. Educational training was further
pursued at LaVerne College, University
of California and the University of Florida.
He married Miss Alice Engle, also of
Upland, California, in 1936. She serves
as an elementary school instructor. They

Enough Work and Some Play
(Continued from page eleven)
ing man is sweet" (Ecclesiastes 5:12).
As many people have discovered, nothing is more frustrating and miserable
than day after day of doing nothing
significant or even worth-while.
Work is honorable. Some people seem
to use more energy and time trying to
get out of work than if they faithfully
did their jobs. Someone implied that
many people have slowed down their
working pace so much that they are in
danger of backing into something. The
way in which some have tried to dishonor work and glorify leisure is a tragedy. The Apostle Paul told the church
at Thessalonica, "When we were with
you, this is the rule which we gave you:
'If a man will not work, he shall not
eat!'
(II Thessalonians 3:10, Laubach).
Whatever we do—work or play—we
can be free to put our whole selves into
it. We are doing it unto God. The
Christian's entire life — all his social,
Evangelical
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spiritual, and physical needs—is rounded
in the providence of God. He wills for
us enough work and some play, and
grants us the privilege to discern for
ourselves the right amount of each.
—Used by permission of Christian

Living

How About You?
A statistician has figured that 5% of all
church members do not exist; 10% of
them can not be found; 25% never go
to church; 50% never contribute a cent
to the Lord's work; 75% never attend a
midweek prayer service; 90% do not have
family worship in their homes, and more
than 95% have never tried to win a soul
to Christ!
Easy going religions make the going
easy for the devil.
—Exchange

CHURCH NEWS
BULLETIN-BITS
The Michigan churches joined together in a
Youth Conference on December 30 and January 1 at the Carland church, near Owosso.
A "welcome home" service for Mr. and Mrs.
Lyle Rosenberger and daughters, I-W from
Africa, was held by Maytown congregation,
Pa., Wednesday evening, December 16.

A "Parent's Luncheon" for Christ's Crusaders
and their parents was featured Saturday evening, December 5, Elizabethtown, Pa.

saders planned a lunch and fellowship hour. In
November the Carlisle Crusaders returned a
program, and the Refton Crusaders were hosts
for lunch and fellowship. Pastor Paul Snyder,
Carlisle, gave the evening message.
Pastor Rupert Turman and family, Baltimore,
Md., were guests in our harvest-praise service
in November.

Allen Brubaker was guest speaker
morning, December 13, Antrim, Pa.

Air Hill, Pa.

Dr. Henry Kreider presented the activities
of MCC in Jordan and Algeria to Montgomery
congregation, Pa., Sunday morning, December 27.

Sunday

The First Anniversary-Homecoming Service
was observed by Bridlewood congregation, Tolonto, Ontario, Sunday morning, December 6.
Dr. Stewart L. Boehmer, President of Toronto
Bible College, was the speaker.
T h s Rev. Elmer Horst family presented
music and illustrated stories at a family gathering sponsored by the Palmyra Women's
Fellowship, Pa., Saturday evening, December 12.
John Bontrager was guest speaker representing the Gideons, Sunday evening, November 29, Clarence Center, N. Y.
A banquet, celebrating the 25th anniversary
of Pioneer Girls, was held for the girls and
their mothers by Cedar Springs congregation,
Pa., Monday evening, November 23.
Rev. Alan Forbes and the Youthtime Staff
were featured in a New Year Rally, Sunday
evening, January 3, Sherkston, Ontario.
Rev. and Mrs. Roy Mann, just returned to
the States from a world mission tour, were
guest speakers Sundav morning, December 6,
Chino, Calif.
A new piano was dedicated by the DeRossett congregation, Tenn., Sunday morning,
December 13. The raising of funds for the
piano was a project of the Ladies' Auxiliary.
I-W Samuel King was guest speaker Sunday
morning, December 13, Creen Grove congregation, Pa.

Beulah Heisey gave an illustrated talk concerning VS experiences in Greece, December 6,
Mt. Pleasant congregation, Pa.

Evangelist Jack Yost was guest speaker for
week-end services, November 27-29, Hummelstown, Pa.

Dr. John Crouthamel was guest speaker at a
congregational stewardship dinner, Monday
evening, November 30, Upland congregation,
Calif.

Rev. Earl Dietz and a group from God's
Missionary Church, Shamokin, Pa., were
guests in the midweek service, December 9,
Hanover, Pa.

Air Hill WMPC, Pa., sponsored a "guest
night" Tuesday evening, December 1. The
ladies and their guests heard missionary Edna
Lehman speak.

Roy Musser was guest speaker for morning
and evening services, December 13, Red Lion,

A "This is Your Life Program" was featured
by Christ's Crusaders for Avery Sollenberger,
Jr., our former deacon, who is now assigned
to the pastorate of the Bloomington-Millerflelds
congregations, Kentucky.
Rev. and Mrs. James Brock, Athen, Georgia,
and Bish. C. B. Byers spoke in our Youth
Conference. Spiritual help and refreshing were
felt in our fall revival with Evangelist Harry
Hock. Bish. and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker of Messiah Home were with us for our Thanksgiving
service and received an offering of "goods in
kind" for the Home.
S.'.muel Wengert has been elected deacon to
serve the congregation. Three of our young
people are now serving in Voluntary Service.
Wainfleet, Ontario
Hamilton Youth for Christ Gospel Team
with Rev. James Wilson were guests for our
Youth Rally. This was followed by a week of
inspiring, helpful, evangelistic services with
Rev. J. Woodland, Kingston, Ontario.
Rev. and Mrs. Amos Dick were with us for
our Homecoming and fall love-feast service.
The messages and memoirs of these former
members make this a memorable week-end.
Carland, Michigan
Using the theme "Pressing Toward the
Mark," four specific goals were set by our Sunday school in the Forward Contest. All these
goals were realized. They were: First, an emphasis on each individual as an eternal soul;
second, an increase in our enrollment to 100
or more; third an increase in attendance to 100
or more; fourth, the retaining of the banner
for Class C which we won in denominational
Forward Contest last year. In competition with
Merrill Sunday School we succeeded in having
the larger gain in attendance for the month.
Consequently, we were their guests at a fellowship dinner.

Union Grove Christ's Crusaders, Ind., met
with the Crusaders of the Village Church for
a program and fellowship hour, Sunday evening, November 29.

Pastor Lome Lichty, Kindersley congregation, Sask., was a recent guest speaker to the
Kindersley town council.

Valley Chapel congregation, Ohio, held a
song fest at their Community Center, Saturday
evening, December 5.

Refton, Pa.

Five Forks, Pa.
October climaxed a contest (started at the
beginning of the year) between the men and
women of our Sunday school. The attendance
reached an average of 190 for October, making a gain of approximately 50 per Sunday over
the October record of a year ago. This ended
the competition of four rewarding campaigns.
It started with a January Thaw contest; March
to Sunday School in March; May and June,
women's and men's months respectively; and
ended with the Forward Campaign, when the
men tried to break a small lead which the
women held. To our surprise, the men won!
In November the women gave a banquet for
about 70 men.
During a period of special emphasis on revival, Rev. Beryl Sessions, Fairmont, W. Va.,
was evangelist. Mrs. Sessions served as pianist.
More than 90 persons attended each service,
and many received spiritual help.
Alvin Book, newly elected Bishop of the
African church, spoke in a recent W M P C
prayer meeting.

An exchange program with the Carlisle congregation was a recent feature of our Christ's
Crusaders. In October the Refton Crusaders,
with Pastor Walter Lehman, presented a program at the Carlisle church. The Carlisle Cru-

Junior Missionary Conference
by Grantham Congregation
Expectation, curiosity and excitement characterized the hours before November 13. This

The annual Bible Conference of Bethany
congregation, Okla., will carry a missions emphasis, January 7-10. Speakers will be Dr. and
Mrs. LeRoy Steinbrecher and Rev. and Mrs.
Alvin Book.
"Where do we go from here?" was the subject of guest Thorn Richendollar, Messiah College, to a club meeting of boys and girls, Sunday evening, December 6, Phoneton congregation, Ohio. He also spoke in the evening
worship service.

Arthur Climenhaga was guest speaker for
morning worship, December 6, Chambersburg,

Pa.
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Pa.

As a part of a long-range planning program,
Centerville congregation, Pa., has purchased
a lot.
Roxbury Camp will convene July 28-August
8, 1905. Speakers will be James Lentz, C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., and G. B. Byers. Youth and
Children's Camps will be held also.
Wilbur Benner has assumed the pastorate of
the St. Petersburg church, Fla.
Seven children were dedicated in a recent
service at Chambersburg, Pa.
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DEARING—Candice Elizabeth, born July 12,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dearing, Kindersley congregation, Sask.
EBERLY-Keith Allen, born October 24, 1964,
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Eberly, Air Hill congregation, Pa.
FLAGG—Isaac John, born April 28, 1964, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Flagg, Wainfleet congregation, Ontario.
FLAGG—Timothy Paul, b o m September 22,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Flagg, Wainfleet
congregation, Ontario.
Mrs. Sakimura, hostess for Japanese tea, with
two of her guests at the Grantham Junior
Missionary Conference.

was a venture of faith by the congregation, the
first Junior Missionary Conference. Posters and
bulletin boards proclaimed it, and paper dolls
stretched from the church entrance to the Junior Chapel inviting the children, five to twelve
years of age, to attend. They came—eightyiive of them!
They were guests, first of all, at a Japanese
tea given by Mrs. Sakimura of the Grantham
congregation. Each child received a small cup
of tea, a piece of Japanese candy and a few
Japanese crackers. Dressed in her native kimono, she showed her guests some of her
curios and sang a little Japanese song.
The George Paulus family, one-time missionaries to India, presented a devotional period
in a candlelight setting, with India saris and
Indian Christmas decorations. Missionary Jacob Shenk related a very charming African
story about the kudu and the spider.
The climax of the evening came with the
much-talked about Hobo Hike to a secretly
located African village. When each youngster
had donned his wraps, he was given a hobo
stick and knapsack to carry over his shoulder.
At the village, located in the basement of the
Messiah College girls' dorm, the children were
greeted by Mapendhla Moyo and Davidson
Mushala, African students, at the door of their
African hut. With Missionary Shenk interpreting, Mr. Moyo introduced the items of the
village in his native tongue. Mr. Mushala
spoke in Tonga of the need for translating
Gospel literature into his own language. In
response, the children placed in his hands
money for this project. The group sang the
Sindebele chorus, Uthando Lukajesu ( T h e
Love of Jesus is Wonderful), and master of
ceremonies, Glenn Schwartz, led in closing
prayer.
The Lord honored the efforts of the many
persons who planned, worked and prayed for
this conference;
the
children had
been
leached with a thrilling missionary challenge.

BREON—Douglas Allen, born November 14,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Breon, Air Hill
congregation, Pa.
CAMPBELL—Michell Lynn, born December 2,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Campbell,
Montoursville congregation, Pa.
CROWE—Pamela Sue, born October 15, 1964,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crowe, Five Forks
congregation, Pa.
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GANTZ—Earl Eugene, Jr., born August 10,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gantz, Free
Grace congregation, Pa.
KILTS—Dale Robert, born November 10,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Don Kilts, Wainfleet
congregation, Ontario.
LAGEER—Bernice Ruth, born March 4, 1964,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willard Lageer, Kindersley
congregation, Sask.
LICHTY—Lome Douglas Lloyd, b o m to Rev.
and Mrs. L o m e Lichty, Kindersley congregation, Sask.
MAGEE—Mark Jonathan, born December 14,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Don Magee, Hamburg,
N. Y.
MUSSER—Keith LaVerne, born December 1,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Musser, Air
Hill congregation, Pa.
VICTOR—Anthony David, b o m July 2 1 , 1964,
to Mr. and Mrs. David Victor, Lancaster congregation, Pa.

GINGRICH-KEITER — Miss Carol Ann Keiter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Keiter, Millersburg, Pa., became the bride of Mr. Harold
Gingrich, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Gingrich, Lancaster, September 26, 1964.
The
ceremony was performed in the Free Grace
Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor Luke L.
Keefer, officiating.
HENRY-FEESE—Mrs. C. Gladys Feese and
Mr. Paul B. Henry, Sr., were united in marriage June 7, 1964, in the home of the groom.
The ceremony was performed by Dr. Arthur
Climenhaga.
KAISER-WENCER—Miss Linda Lee Wenger,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A. Wenger,
Chambersburg, Pa., became the bride of Mr.
Ronald E. Kaiser, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Kaiser, Sr., Fayetteville, November 7,
1964. The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Walter M. Schell, assisted by Rev. Glenn A.
Ginder, in the Fayetteville Methodist Church.
PERTUSIO-BOYER—Miss Carolyn Boyer and
Mr. David Pertusio were united in marriage
September 25, 1964, in the Locust Grove
Brethren in Christ Church, York, Pa. Pastor
Dale Singer officiated.
SUMMERS-LONG—Miss
Connie
B.
Long,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Long, Boalsburg, Pa., became the bride of Mr. Jerry W.
Summers, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Amos Summers, Pleasant Gap, November 29, 1964. The
ceremony was performed in the Brookside Pilgrim Church, Bush Hollow. Pastor William
Honeycott officiated.

WENGER-MURRAY — Miss Mary Catherine
Murray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murray, Sr., Waynesboro, Pa., and Mr. Jay Wenger,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wenger, Waynesboro, were united in marriage, September 20,
1964. The ceremony was performed in the
St. Paul Evangelical U. B. Church, Hagerstown, Md. Rev. Amos Funk officiated.
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HOSTETTER — Jacob Rife Hostetter, Chambersburg, Pa., was born May 13, 1889, and
passed away December 7, 1964. He was a
member of the New Guilford congregation.
Surviving are his wife, Emma B. Thrush
Hostetter; four sons, Paul J., Chambersburg;
Samuel L., at home; Abraham N., Florida; and
John R., Marion; a daughter, Emma Jane, at
home; six grandchildren, one brother, one sister, a half-brother and a half-sister.
Funeral services were held in the New Guilford church with Pastor Charles W. Rife, officiating, assisted by Rev. Irvin O. Musser. Interment was in the Air Hill Brethren in Christ
Cemetery.
SMITH—Mrs. Susan E. Smith was born May
11, 1883, and passed away November 14,
1964, after a short illness. She was a member
of the Air Hill Brethren in Christ Church since
1920 and was united in marriage to Christian
Smith.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
a son and a daughter. Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. Arthur Gettle, Chambersburg, Pa.,
and a number of grandchildren and greatgrandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted in the Air
Hill church with Pastor Wilbur W. Benner, officiating, assisted by Rev. Harvey Musser. Interment was in the Air Hill Cemetery.
WENGER—David Henry Wenger was b o m
near Chambersburg, Pa., the son of Abram Z.
and Mary Elizabeth (Brechbill) Wenger. He
died at Hesston, Kansas, November 27, 1964,
aged 89 years. In his late teens, upon confession of faith, he was received into the Brethren
in Christ Church. Immediately after his marriage to Clara Amanda Meyer, Shippensburg,
Pa., they established a home at Peabody,
Kansas, and remained there most of their
lives.
H e is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Clifford
Stutzman, a sister, three grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held in the Hesston
College Mennonite Church, with further services at the Baker Funeral Chapel, Peabody.
Rev. Peter Wiebe and Rev. Wesley Jantz officiated. Interment was in the Prairie Lawn
Cemetery, Peabody.

fceMw*
Wingerts to West Coast
Fifth MCC Assignment
AKRON, PA. ( MCC )—Norman and Eunice
Wingert have been appointed by the Mennonite Central Committee to work with the West
Coast Relief Committee of California. They
will administer the Reedley Clothing Center,
(Continued on page sixteen)

Evangelical Visitor

World Missions
AFRICA
Field Chairman's Residence: P. O. Box 711,
Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga
Miss Velma R. Brillinger
Mr. Paul Kline*
RHODESIA

Bishop's Residence: P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga
Financial Secretary: P. O. Box 1219, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Chester R. Heisey
Matopo Book Room: P . O. Box 544,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook

Bulawayo,

Youngways Hostel (for missionary children):
40 Leander
Avenue,
Hillside,
Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern
Miss Donna L. Zook*
ZAMBIA

Bishop's Residence: P. O. Box 115,
Zambia,
Africa
Bishop and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma
(for forwarding)
Choma Secondary
Choma, Zambia,
Rev. and Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs.
Miss Anna L.

David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Zambia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Lamar F . Fretz
Miss Fannie Longenecker

Macha Mission Hospital: Private Bag
Choma, Zambia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Robert K. Worman
Miss Mary E. Heisey
Miss Shirley A. Heisey

Matopo Outstations: Private Bag T 225,
awayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Bulgrien

Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173,
Zambia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe

Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag M 102, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Mr. Ronald H. Herr*
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Ruth E. Hock
Miss Ruth T. Hunt
Miss Erma R. Mann
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Miss Edna M. Switzer
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private
101, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. J. Myron Stern
Miss Ruth N. Gettle*
Miss Evelyn R. Noel

Bag M

Mtshabezi Outstations: Private Bag M
Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy

102,

Phumula Mission: Private Bag T 188, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. David M. Brubaker
Mr. Stanley H. Winger 9
Phumula Mission Hospital: Private
188, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman

Bag

T

Wanezi Mission: Private Bag S 129, Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey
Rev. and Mrs. Carl V. Ginder
Miss Mary C. Engle
Miss Miriam L. Heise
Mr. Elwood D. Heisey*
Miss Martha L. Lady
Mr. James R. Shelly*
Wanezi Bible Institute: Private Bag S
Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Titus M. Books
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland

129,

Wanezi Outstations: Private Bag S 129, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph H. Ginder
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Macha Mission: Private Bag llxc,
Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George K. Kibler
Miss Lona S. Brubaker
Mr. Stephen S. Fisher*
Miss Dorothy J. Gish

Sikalonga
Zambia,
Rev.
Miss
* I-W

Choma,

NICARAGUA
c/o Rev. Hugh Smith, Apartado 1044, Managua, Nicaragua, C. A.
, Rev. and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth

Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book, c/o
Frey, R. 1, Abilene, Kansas.

Christ

Miss F. Mabel Frey, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Penna.
Miss E d n a E. Lehman, c / o Miss Florence
Lehman, Route 9, York, Pa.
Miss Dorothy M. Martin, c/o Walter M.
Martin, 364 North Market, Elizabethtown,
Pa. 17022
Miss Edith E. Miller, c/o Joe D. Miller, 301
Mill Street, Williamsville, New York

llxc,

Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk, c/o Arthur
B. Wenger, R. 4, Manheim, Pa., Tel. 717 6533733.
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms, 1496 N.
First Ave., Upland, Calif.

Choma,

Mission: P. O. Box 131,
Choma,
Africa
and Mrs. Keith D. Ulery
Gladys I. Lehman
and voluntary service workers

INDIA
Saharsa Mission: P. O. Saharsa, N. E.
way, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Miss Esther G. Book
Miss Erma Z. Hare

Rail-

Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Tirbeniganj,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. Arthur L. Pye, Acting Field Superintendent
Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Rev. and Mrs. James R. Cober
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts
Miss Leora G. Yoder
Miss Verna W. Gibble
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, N. E.
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider (residence)
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider
B-4A Kailash Colony, New Delhi 14, India
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
10 Jantar Mantar Road, New Delhi 1, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph B. Smith
Woodstock School, P. O. Landour,
Mussoorie,
U. P., India
Miss Mary E. Stoner
JAPAN
11 Tokaichi, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Rev. and Mrs. Marlin E. Zook
1179 Higashi Fukagawa,
Nagalo-shi,
guchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book

To-

MISSIONARIES ON F U R L O U G H
Miss Beulah Arnold, 123 Walnut Street,
c/o Travis Knifley, Campbellsville, Kentucky

School: P . O. Box 139,
Africa
A. Graybill Brubaker
Mervin A. Brubaker
Kettering

Matopo Mission: Private Bag T 191, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Mann
Rev. and Mrs. J. Harold Stern
Miss JoAnne Brubaker
Miss Miriam G. Frey*
Miss Nancy J. Kreider
Miss Erma G. Lehman
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn
Miss Eva Mae Peters
Mr. Dwight E. Rotz*
Bul-

Choma,

228, 4-Chome, Nukui-Machi,
Koganei-shi,
kyo, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W . Graybill

Japan
Yama-

BRETHREN IN CHRIST PERSONNEL
SERVING U N D E R AND SUPPORTED BY
O T H E R ORGANIZATIONS
Miss Shirley Bitner, H. 29 Kailash Colony,
New Delhi 14, India. (YFC, Regions Beyond
Missions)
Mr. and Mrs. David Carlson, c/o Trans
World Radio, Box 141, Monte Carlo, Monaco
(Trans World Radio)
Miss Hazel P. Compton, Broadwell Hospital,
Fatehpur, U. P., India (Women's
Missionary
Union)
Miss Anna R. Engle, 10 Devenish Court,
Devenish St., Sunnyside, Pretoria, South Africa
(Evangelical Alliance
Mission)
David W. Van Der Bent, M.D., CCS A,
Commune M'CHIRA, par Chateaudun du
Rhumel (Constantine) Algerie
(Mennonite
Central
Committee)
Miss Lois Raser, El Salvador, Zaco, Mexico
Miss Harriet Trautwein, APO 24, San Juanito,
Chihuahua, Mexico (Mexican Evangelistic Mission)
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wolgemuth, c/o E. W .
Hatcher, Ixtapa, Chiapas, Mexico
(Wyclifje
Bible Translators)
Contributions to World Missions
send to:
BRETHREN IN CHRIST W O R L D MISSIONS

P. O. Box 171
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Telephone 717-EM 7-7045

Contributions to Missions in America
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
Contributions to Peace, Relief and
Service Committee
send to:
Clair Hoffman, 320 S. Market Ave.,

Mt. Joy, Pa.
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act as field representative for MCC, serve as
agent for the Overseas Needlework and Crafts
program, be the MCC representative on California CROP committee, and visit churches
west of the Rockies.
Since 1948 the Wingerts have had wide experience in overseas relief work. Their four
earlier assignments consisted of two years in
Austria, four years in Japan, two years in
Hong Kong, and two years in Burundi. They
have encountered thousands of displaced persons and homeless individuals in Europe, Asia,
and Africa. Whatever their work the Wingerts
have always attempted to combine word and
deed.
Formed in September 1960, the West Coast
Relief Committee is made u p of Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ churches in California. The
Committee promotes MOC relief work on the
West Coast and operates the clothing center at
Reedley.
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Buckson's September 4 ruling based on t h e
U. S. District Court's order upsetting Delaware's mandatory prayer and Bible-reading
law.
Judge Says Protestants Must
Buckson said the court's order left the door
Press Pre-Marital Counseling
open to exercises if they were completely volCANTON, OHIO ( E P ) — IS the Protestant church
untary and during free time.
ineffective in pre-marital a n d marriage counHartnett said he talked with members of his
seling';' A Canton jurist believes it is, and his church, Newark Evangelical Presbyterian and
challenge to do something about it has spurred with students from other churches and then
an inter-religious discussion of the problem.
asked principal, Dr. Frederick B. Kutz, for perJudge John R. Milligan, Jr., of Stark County mission to use a corner of the cafeteria. SevDomestic Relations Court reached his conclu- eral hundred took part when the voluntary session after a study of county statistics on mar- sions began at Christiana High this week and
riage and divorce.
another large group is meeting at John DickinH e reviewed 500 consecutive divorce cases son High.
in 1963, 1,000 consecutive marriage licenses
Buckson, on hearing of the activity, said
issued in that year, 161 consecutive divorces in "I'm glad to see that someone some place is
1964 and 226 consecutive divorces which af- attempting to substitute for what has been
fected children under 14.
taken away. I grew u p with prayer in school,
The judge found that 96 per cent of all first
and I'm in favor of it. As long as it is ormarriages were performed by clergymen. But
ganized by the students and done on free time,
he also discovered that only half of the people it is permissible." (John Martin is a son of
suing
for
divorce
were
attending
church
at
the
3,243 Blankets to Vietnam
J. Robert Martin, and a grandson of Rev. and
time of divorce.
Mrs. John H. Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.)
AKRON, P A . ( M C C ) — I n early November TyOf those petitioning for divorce, 66 per cent
phoons Iris and Joan staged an off-season attack on the exposed coastline of central South were Protestant, 15 per cent were Roman
Christian Camp and Conference Convention
Vietnam reaping a grim harvest of 7,000 deaths Catholic; and 19 per cent reported no church
Psychologist Henry Brandt will be featured
affiliation. Jews were not included in the
and 700,000 homeless in six provinces.
at the second international Christian Camp and
study
because
they
account
for
less
than
1
per
Affected by the disaster are 3,091,335 peoConference convention, March 30-April 2, at
cent of local divorces, he said.
ple in a region with an annual crop production
Green Lake, Wisconsin. Dr. Brandt will adof 370,000 tons. Food is scarce now. The
dress some 800 camp leaders on the subjects
700,000 hardest hit will require at least four
New "Study Bible" Just Published;
of improving themselves and their relationships
months' assistance with food, clothing, and
Uses RSV Text
with staff members.
blankets.
NEW YORK ( EP ) —What is described as "the
This second biennial Christian Camp and
Churches
Respond
most detailed treatment of the Bible possible Conference convention is designed for everyChurches in the United States through within the confines of a single volume" is one interested in camping—camp directors,
counselors, and specialists; pastors, directors of
Church World Service and churches in Ger- found in the new Harper Study Bible, just
Christian education, and camp board members;
many through the World Council of Churches published by Harper & Row.
It is said to make publishing history since it professors and students.
immediately made available money, food, clothis
a
written
study
Bible
by
a
conservative
Bibing, and medical supplies to b e channelled
through the Mennonite Central Committee, sole lical scholar, using the text of the Revised
Assemblies Encourage
Protestant relief agency in Vietnam. MCC Standard Version. Dr. Harold Lindsell, asso"Walking with the Word"
Vietnam director Paul Longacre with head- ciate editor of Christianity I'oday, and former
SPRINGFIELD, MO.—The constituency of the
quarters in Saigon, is currently giving t h e vice-president of Fuller Theological Seminary Assemblies of God is being challenged to read
in Pasadena, Calif., spent six years preparing through the New Testament and Psalms during
emergency program his full-time attention.
In response to Longacre's first cable from the introductions, annotations and other helps.
1965, officials of the organization have anVietnam received in Akron on November 14,
nounced.
the Mennonite Central Committee has initiated
New York Parish Reports
Using the slogan, "Walking with the Word,"
two shipments totalling 24 tons containing
on Rehabilitation of Addicts
the Bible reading emphasis incorporates carry3,243 blankets from the recent drive.
Men taking part in the rehabilitation pro- ing a Bible or Testament at all times. The proMCC has been giving about half of its aid
gram of the East Harlem Protestant Parish's
gram was inaugurated earlier this month with
through the Goverment Relief Committee and
Narcotics Committee in New York 'City are "re- presentation of inscribed New Testaments to
the other half through the churches.
turning to a daylight world where discipline Assemblies of God executives.
Initiated by the Committee on Evangelism,
Longacre says of the national church: "I and patience form a pattern of responsible liv"Walking with the Word" outlines a specific
feel the Vietnamese church has responded re- ing." The report on the group's work notes that
markably well to this disaster. They have in addition to a weekly group therapy session plan for covering the 260 chapters of the New
Testament during 1965. Individuals may select
made appeals for funds and clothing from all with psychiatrist Dr. Lonni MacDonald, and
their members—in most cases visiting each in- evening meetings, the cabinet-making work- to read five chapters a week or one each weekshop is providing "challenging and creative
day. Reading of the 150 Psalms will be comdividual member."
work." The men receive a modest remunera- pleted by using three each weekend during the
In the first two weeks following the floods,
they collected about $1,100 and roughly 700 tion while creating usefid objects, and make a
specialty of custom work.
lbs. of clothing.
The parish's Narcotics Committee director is Dutch Reformed Seminarians
Typhoons Iris a n d Joan created raging floodwaters, described as the most disastrous in a the Rev. Lynn Hageman, who says that havMay Lose Right to Study Abroad
century, that damaged crops and killed large ing completed its first year, the workshop a p CAPETOWN, so. AFRICA
( E P )—Theological
numbers of livestock. In full head, most of the pears to be a going concern, with no relapses students of the Dutch Reformed Church in
reported.
winter rice crop was buried under a mat of
South Africa may find themselves barred from
mud three to four inches deep.
studying abroad lest they become influenced
by attitudes on race at variance with those of
The greatest ruin was inflicted by an eightStudents Begin Day with Prayer
foot-high tidal wave 300-400 miles north of
Evening
Journal, Wilmington, Delaware: their own denomination.
Saigon. Several small villages were entirely Newark and Marshallton high school students
This was the hint dropped here by Kerkobliterated.
have picked u p a suggestion from the attorney hode, official organ of the church which supLongacre was surprised to discover the great general and are beginning the school clay with ports the government's apartheid (racial segregation ) policy.
resiliency of the Vietnamese, their ability to re- Bible reading and prayer.
bound from the hard knocks dealt them by the
It said that already, as a result of overseas
David Hartnett and John Martin organized
elements. "While it was still raining and con- the first group at Newark High. Hartnett said studies, "there has been a noticeable shift in
fusion abounded all around I observed many the idea of having voluntary exercises before the traditional view of young clergymen, parfamilies out salvaging their personal effects, class time came to him while reading News- ticularly those visiting the Netherlands and
washing their beds and straw mats in the subJournal papers reports of Atty. Gen. David P. studying there."
siding waters, shovelling out the m u d that h a d
settled in their houses. Recurring disasters do
not seem to daunt them even though it will
take a long struggle to regain three pigs, a
water buffalo, and one-quarter acre of rice

paddy."
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